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Introduction 
In the first part [ 1 l] of the paper, we have investigated basic properties of atoms 
in the lattice of uniformities on a given set and we related atoms to ultrafilters. We 
have shown that there are two types of atoms: proximally non-discrete (those 
inducing a non-trivial proximity) and proximally discrete ones; main results concer- 
ned the former type. 
In the present part, we investigate proximally discrete atoms; they are characterized 
[ 1 l] as those refining the ultrafilter uniformity 021, for some ultrafilter 9 (cf. Section 
1 below). Restricting ourselves to the case of a countable underlying set and assuming 
the continuum hypothesis, we bring several constructions of ultrafilters with special 
behaviour of corresponding atoms. 
As a technical tool, we develop a general ultrafilter construction (Section 2). 
Finite combinatorics considerations are involved: our building blocks are finite 
cubes Section 3 and selective hypergraphs [8] (cf. Section 5.3). 
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Main results are in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4, we find ultrafilters with given 
number of atoms refining the corresponding ultrafilter uniformity; all these atoms 
are zero-dimensional. In Section 5, we prove the existence of non-zero-dimensional 
atoms. In fact, we find an ultrafilter such that there are 2” atoms refining the ultrafilter 
uniformity and all these atoms are non-zero-dimensional. All the ultrafilters 9 
constructed are such that .F> 9 in the Rudin-Keisler order for a given ultrafilter 9. 
Some of the results (Sections 2 and 4) appeared in seminar notes [13] and [14]. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Covers and uniformities. As for the basic definitions of the theory of uniform 
spaces to be used, we refer to the first part [ 111 of the paper or to [4]. Actually, 
only the following concepts are needed: a uniformity as a family of covers, a basis 
for a uniformity, a meet (denoted by A) of two covers or uniformities, respectively, 
the relation “to be finer than” (denoted by <) for covers and uniformities, the 
uniformly discrete uniformity, a Y-discrete set (where ‘%’ is a cover, that is, a set A 
such that IA n Cl s 1 for all C E %). A uniformity is called zero-dimensional if it has 
a basis consisting of partitions. A cover % of a set X is said to be point-$nite if 
each x E X is contained in finitely many members of % only. 
Lemma [ 151. Every uniformity on a countable set has a basis consisting of point-$nite 
covers. 
We shall work with uniformities induced by ultrafilters, metrics and partitions: 
If 9 is a filter on a set X then the jifilter uniformity %,q has a basis formed by all 
covers of the form 
{F}u{{x}; XEX-F} (FES). 
If p is a metric and P a partition on a set X then the metric uniformity Qp and 
the partition uniformity 5Yq have bases consisting of all covers {{y E X; a(x, y) < E}; 
x E X} (E > 0) and of the single cover P’, respectively. 
1.2. Ultrafilters. The Rudin-Keisler order for ultrafilters on a set X is defined by 
92~ifff9=~forsomemapf:X -+ X. If f is, in addition, finite-to-one (i.e. f -‘x 
is finite for every x E X) then 9 is said to be a finite-to-one lift of 9. 
Let 9 be an ultrafilter on X. Then 9 is called selective if for every partition 9 
of X with 9 n 9 = 0, SF contains a P-discrete set. 9 is called rare if the last condition 
restricted to covers consisting of finite sets holds. 9 is called a p-point if for every 
partition P of X with 9 n 9 = 0 there exists F E 9 such that F n P is finite for all 
PELT. 
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1.3. Atoms. An atom in the lattice of uniformities on a given set X is a uniformity 
ti on X such that the only uniformity on X that is strictly finer than & is the 
uniformly discrete one. Notice that for every uniformity % there exists an atom ti 
with ti < 021 if % is not uniformly discrete. 
We will be concerned with proximally discrete atoms (the proximally non-discrete 
ones were investigated in [ll]); they can be characterized without any reference to 
proximities as follows. 
Proposition [ 111. An atom ~4 is proximally discrete ifl& < oUS for some ultrajilter 9. 
Remark [ 111. In the lattice of uniformities on a countable set (in fact, on a set of 
non-measurable cardinality), 011* is an atom iff 9 is selective. 
2. The machine 
We present a general ultrafilter construction which is a modification of that from 
[14]. (Note that a similar construction was used in [18].) Constructions in subsequent 
sections are its special cases obtained by a suitable choice of parameters. 
2.1. The ultrafilter constructions in Sections 4 and 5 have the same general pattern: 
we will find an ultrafilter 9 on w such that the collection of atoms refining %, has 
desired properties. Moreover, given any ultrafilter 9 on w, we want to have 9> 54 
in the Rudin-Keisler order and, in some cases, to have 9 as close as possible to 9 
in the sense that 9 is a finite-to-one lift of 9. 
2.2. Basic partition. We start with an appropriate partition 68. = {R,; n E o} of w 
into finite sets such that limlR,I = 00. The partition 9?, called the basic partition, is 
the first parameter of our construction. %! induces a finite-to-one map q: w + w 
where R, = q-‘({n})(n E w). 
Then we shall construct a filter 9’ such that 49’ is a Frechet filter, that is, for 
every FE 9’, F n R, # 0 for all n but a finite number. Then 9 will be an arbitrary 
ultrafilter extending the family 9’~ {q-‘(G); GE 9); in fact, we shall build 9’ in 
such a way that 9 will be the only ultrafilter extending this family. 
2.3. The size. Naturally, trying to avoid the case that supIF n R, I< ~0 for some 
F E 9 (then we would have 9-- 3) we want the cardinalities JF n R,I to tend to 
the infinity for n + ~0. It turns out that the increasing cardinality of sets F n R, does 
not suffice for our purposes. We have to introduce, in each of the constructions 
below, a better measure of being large. We shall call it the size. Crucial properties 
of the size and the concept of a large set are summarized in the following. 
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Definition. Given a basic partition $3, = {R,; n E w}, a size is an integer valued 
function sz, the domain of which is the set of finite subsets of UJ, such that 
(i) OGsz M s (MI for every finite set M = w, 
(ii) Q c M implies sz Q s sz M for every pair Q, M of finite subsets of w, 
(iii) lim sz R, = co. 
A set Fc w is called (3, sz)-large (or simply large) if 
lim sz( F n R,) = 00. 
2.4. The basic system. The filter 9’ we shall construct will consist of large sets with 
a special combinatorial behaviour with respect to suitable covers etc. This leads to 
the following definition. 
Definition. A basic system is a set E, such that each YE .E is a family of subsets of 
w, such that 
(i) I~I~w,, 
(ii) S, c SZE Y implies S, E 9 (Yjpf 2). 
Given a basic partition 3, a size function sz and a basic system -C, a set F c w is 
called (9, sz, Yf-nice, where YPE 2, if it is (C!& sz)-large and belongs to Y’. 
A filter 9 on w is called (?8, sz, E)-nice if for every 9~2, ,!9’ contains an 
(%?, sz, Y)-nice set. 
2.5. Theorem. Let 92, sz, 2 be a basic partition, a size and a basic system, re.~pe~ti~el~. 
Suppose t~at~or every 9 E E, each ($2, sz)-Zarge set contains an (92, sz, Y)-nice subset. 
Then there exists an (92, sz, E)-nice$lter on w. 
Proof. Let I5 = {Ye; LY <w,}. Define sets F, (cy < wr) by transfinite induction. Let 
F. = w. Suppose { Fp; /3 < ty} have been defined such that every finite intersection 
;;;: 
. . . n FpI is (9, sz)-large and for each /3 + 1 < CZ, I$+, is (%, sz, .YP)-nice. Let 
n E w} be an enumeration of {I$; /3 < (.y} and let G, = n{FI; i =Z n}. As 
each set Gk (k < w) is (%I, sz)-large, there exists nk f w such that sz(Gk n IL) b k 
for ail rn2 nk, We may suppose n,<n,<.**<n,<***. Put P, = 
U{Gk n R,; k E w, fik C m < nk+l}. Then sz(P, n R,) 3 k for m 2 nk; hence 
lim sz(P* n R,) = 00 for m + 00, that is, the set P, is (.%!, sz)-large. If cy is limit, put 
F, = P,; if cy = 6 + 1, let F, be an (3, sz, .Y,)-nice subset of P,. We have to show 
that all finite intersections F, n FD, n - . . n FBI, equivalently, all F, n Gk (k E w), 
are (92, sz)-large. But F, n Gk n R, = F,, n R, for suflkiently large m, thus 
lim s2( F, n Gk n R,) = 00 for m -+ 00. Indeed, if m 3 nk, say nP zz m < np+l for some 
psk, then (F,nGk)nR,=(F,nR,)nGk=(F,nG,,nR,)nGk=(Fh.nR,)n 
G,, = F, n R,. Having completed the induction, we define 9 to be the filter a basis 
of which is {F,; a < w,}. The filter 9 is (9?, ~2, X)-nice. Cl 
2.6. The nice ultrafilters. Having an (~3, sz, X)-nice filter 9”’ we define 9 to be an 
arbitrary ultrafilter refining both @’ and {q-“(G); G E Crz} where y is from Section 
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2.2 and 9 is a given ultrafilter on w. To ensure nice properties of 9 we need to 
check combinatorial properties of its members. So we need to have good evidence 
for membership of sets in 9. This is provided by adding all systems 
.YM={Acw; for every HEW, either AnR,cM or AnR,,cw-M} (Mew) 
to 2 and by supposing the following Ramsey property of the size: there exists a 
function cp:w+w such that 
sz( M, u MJ 2 cp( k) implies max{sz( M,), sz(MJ} 3 k 
for all k E w and all pairs M,, M2 of finite subsets of w. 
Lemma. Let 6%. be a basic partition and sz a size function with the Ramsey property. 
Then each (92, sz)-large set contains an (92, sz, YM)-nice subset, for every M c o. 
Proof. Let F be (3, sz)-large. For every n E w, let F, be the one of the sets 
F n M n R,, F n (w - M) n R, with maximal value of the size function. It follows 
easily from the Ramsey property of the size function that lim sz( F n R,) = 00 implies 
lim sz F, = CO. So the set F’= U{F,; n E W} is (3, sz)-large and clearly F’E 9,. So 
F’ is an (3, sz, YM)-nice set contained in F. 0 
Coroliary (CH). Let 9, sz, .I5 be a basicpartition, a.size and a basic system, respectively. 
Suppose that sz has the Ramsey property and that for every YE 2, each (92, sz)-large 
set contains an (~22, sz, Y)-nice subset. Then there exists an (22, sz, X)-nice filter 9 
on w such that for every ultrafilter 9 on w, theJilter generated by the family 
slu{U{R,; nE G}; GE 9} 
is an ultrafilter. 
Proof. Let & = {9’,.+,; M c w}. By the CH, I&l = w, and so .X u & is a basic system. 
By Theorem 2.5, Theorem and by the preceding Lemma, ;.here exists an (3, sz, (2 u 
X0))-nice filter 9’ on w. Let ie be an ultrafilter on w. Denote 9 the filter generated 
by the family in question; thus FE 9 iff F xF’n(U{R,;nEG}) forsome GE% 
and F’ E 9’. To prove that 9 is an ultrafilter, consider any partition {M, , M,} of 
w. Choose an (?I?_ sz, Y,,)-nice set F’E 9’. As F’ E Y,,,,, sets G, = 
{n~w;F’nR,cMi}(i=1,2)coverwandsooneofthembelongsto~.IfGi~~ 
then F’ n (l._J{ R,; n E Gi}) c M,, so M, E 9. Thus 9 is an ultrafilter. q 
3. A combinatorial lemma 
In this section, we state an auxiliary result of finite combinatorial character. We 
shall need it to form basic partitions, sizes and basic systems in Section 4. 
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3.1. First, let us introduce some preliminary notions. Let A,, A,, . . . , A, be pairwise 
disjoint sets of cardinality n E w. Then the set A, x A2 x . . . x A, will be called an 
s-cube. If B,cAi for i=l,...,s, IBI1=...=IBsl then the cube B,xB,x...xB, 
will be called a subcube of A, x A2 X. . . x A,. If no special emphasis on the coordin- 
ate set will be needed, we shall use the notation Q(n.‘) for an s-cube where n is 
the cardinality of coordinate sets. 
If Q(n”)=F,xF*x*.. x F,, denote by 9; (1 Q is s) the partition of Q(n.‘) 
consisting of sets of the form 
U-1) x . ~~x{J;-,}xFix{f;+,}x~~~x{J;}where~~Fj 
forj=l,.._, i-l,i+l,..., s. 
3.2. Lemma. Let s 2 1 be a natural number. Then there exists a function CY : w + w 
with the following property: For every r E w, r 2 1, for every n 3 a(r) and for every 
cover % of the cube Q(n”) there exists a subcube Q(r.‘) of Q(ns) such that either 
(i) Q(rS) is g-discrete, or 
(ii) there exists i E (1, . . . , s} such that for every T E .Yj there is yr E T with Q( r’) n 
T c st2(y,, %). 
(Recall that st2(y, %) = U{st(z, %)e); z E st(y, 5%‘) where st(y, %‘) = IJ{CE %‘; y E C}.) 
The rest of Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the Lemma. 
3.3. First we shall present a result and some definitions from [7] which are important 
for the proof of the lemma. Recall that [A]“’ denotes the set of m-element subsets 
of a set A. 
Claim [7]. Given natural numbers s, m, r, v, there exists a natural number n = 
y(s, m, r, v) with the following property: 
IfA, (i=l,..., s) are sets with lAil 2 n (i = 1, . . . , s) and 
c: [A,]” x. . . x [A,]” + {I,. . . , v} 
is a mapping then there are subsets Bj c Ai, 1 B,/ = r (i = 1, . . . , s) such that the mapping 
c restricted to the set [B,]” x . . . x [B,]” is constant. 
Suppose that the sets Ai are linearly ordered. Let < be the lexicographic ordering 
ofA,x...xA,. 
For every pair (a, a’), a < a’ of distinct elements of A, x . . . x A, define a type 
t(a,a’)=(t ,,..., ts) by 
ti=O iff a,<ai, 
t;=l iff a,=a:, 
ti=2 iff a,>ai. 
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Observe that there are +(3” - 1) = Y different types and suppose that the set of all 
types is {t’, t2, . . , t”}. 
To every pair x,x’EA,x...xA,, X=(X, ,..., x,), x’=(x: ,..., XL), Xi<X: i= 
1 ,..., s and a type t assign a pair w(x, x’, t) = (a, a’), where a = (a,, . . . , a,), 
u’=(u\,..., a:) are defined by 
ui = xi, ui=xi iff ti=O, 
u,=u:=xi iff ti=l, 
a, = xl, u;=x, ilI ti = 2. 
3.4. Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let s 2 1 be a natural number. For every r E w, r 2 1 put 
(~(r)=y(s,2, r+2,2(“-‘)‘2). Let n 2 a(r). Let % be a cover of a cube Q(n”) = 
A,x... x A,. Consider a fixed linear order on each Ai and the types t’, . . . , t” 
where v = 4(3’ - 1) as defined in 3.3. 
Define a symmetric binary relation E on A, x . . . x A, as follows: (a, a’) E E iff 
thereexistsC~~withu,u’~C.Foreverypairx,x’~A,x~~~~A,,x=(~,,...,~,), 
x)=(x:,..., x:),xi<xi (i=l,..., s) define a sequence c(x, x’) = (e, , . . . , G,) by 
Ej = 0 if w (x, x’, t’) = (a, a’) & E, 
&j = 1 if w(x, x’, t’) = (a, a’) E E. 
This defines a mapping c: [A,]’ x . . . x [A,12-+ (1, . . . ,2”}. Using the Claim in Sec- 
tion 3.3, take sets BP, lBTl= r-t2 (i = 1, . . . , s) such that c restricted to the set 
[Bf]Ix.. . x [BT12 is constant. Put b: = max BT, by = min B”, B, = B, -{bj, b:‘} 
(i = 1,. . . , s). 
Suppose first that the value of c on [BT]’ x * 1 * x [Bf]’ is (0,. . . , 0). Then the 
subcube B, x. . . x B,, is %-discrete (and thus the case (i) of Lemma 3.2 holds). 
Indeed, if u,u’~B,x~~~xB,, u=(u ,,..., a,), ~‘=(a{ ,..., a:) and if 1= 
{i; a, = a:}, put 
x, = min{u,, ai} i= 1,. . . , s, 
xi=max{u,, ai} i=l, . . .,s, ifG f, 
x; = b: i=l,...,.s, i E 1. 
Then clearly (a, a’) = w(x, x’, t) where t is the type of (a, a’). As 
c({x1 7 41, . . . ,1x.,, X3) = (0,. . . > 0), we have (a, a’) E E. 
Second, suppose the constant value of c on BT X. . . x B: to be distinct from 
(0,. . . ,O). Then there exists a type t such that for every pair a, U’E BF X. . * x I?: 
of type t we have (a, a’) E E. Let i. be the first coordinate with t, # 1, i.e. t, = 0. 
Consider the cube Q( r’) = B, x. . . x B,. For every T E Tk, 
T={u,}x.. .X{a,~,}xB,x{a,l+,}x...x{a,} 
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put ~+=(a, ,..., ai,_,, b:,,ah+l ,..., u,) and c=(c, ,..., c,) where 
ci = bj if ti = 0, 
cj = ai if ti=l, 
ci = by if ti = 2. 
Hence the type of (yr, c) is t. Observe that for any b E T A Q( r*) the type of (b, c) 
is also t. Hence both (J+, c) E E and (b, c) E E which implies b E st2(y,, %). Thus 
the case (ii) of the lemma holds. This concludes the proof. 0 
3.5. Corollary [2]. For everypair m, s of natural numbers there exists a natural number 
/3 (m, s) such that for every n 2 p (m, s) and for every partition {M, , M2} of a cube 
Q(n”) there exists a subcube Q(m”) that is contained either in M, or in Mz. 
4. Zero-dimensional atoms 
In the present section, we construct an ultrafilter 9 on w for every s < w such 
that there are exactly s atoms J2Q with & < 9Yq; all these atoms are zero-dimensional. 
The construction is exploited to obtain an ultrafilter 9 such that there are 2’ atoms 
refining %,9. 
As the referee kindly pointed out, the atoms in the lattice of zero-dimensional 
uniformities (in particular: zero-dimensional atoms in the lattice of all uniformities) 
correspond canonically to maximal elementary submodels of the ultrapower N”/ 9 
where the structure iV is w with all relations and all functions, cf. [17]. 
Theorem (CH). Let 1 G s < w and let 9 be an ultrafilter on CO. Then there is an ultrafilter 
9> 22 on w such that there are precisely s distinct atoms refining 42%. All these atoms 
are zero-dimensional; in fact, each of them has a basis of the form { .Y A P; CP E %,) 
for some partition 9 of W. 
The proof is divided into Sections 4.1.1 to 4.1.8; first, we state two general lemmas 
(4.1.1 and 4.1.2); then we construct a basic partition, a size function and a basic 
system (4.1.3-4.1.5) to apply the construction of Section 2. The resulting ultrafilter 
is shown to have desired properties in 4.1.8. 
4.1.1. Lemma (CH). For every ultrafilter 23 on w there exists a rare ultrafilter 9’ on 
o with ie’> 3. 
Proof. Fix some partition {A,,; n E w} of w with each A,, infinite. Let {P&; (Y < w,} 
be a list of all partitions of o into finite sets. Define sets U, c w for (Y < w1 by 
induction as follows. Set K, = w. Let p < w1 and let U, have been defined for all 
cy <p such that for every finite set D c p, the set A,, n (n,,, U,) is infinite for 
each n E w, and U, is P&-discrete. Let {S,; n E W} be a list of all sets of the form 
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Ad-L, U,) (n E w, D c /3, D finite) such that each of these sets is listed w 
times. Then define Up = {x,; n E w} where the points x,, are defined by induction: 
choose x0 E So; let R, E %$ be such that x0 E I?,,. If x0, . . . , x,, have been chosen with 
xi E Si, i = 0,. . . , II and if &, . . . , R, E 9Zp are such that xi E Ri, i = 0,. . . , n, choose 
x,,, to be an arbitrary point of the set S,,+r - lJr=, R,. Then for every ultrafilter 99 
on o, the system 7f={Ua;~~~1}u{l.JnlP A,; P E 9} has the finite intersection 
property and every ultrafilter ie’ containing V is clearly rare and 99’~ 3. !Il 
4.1.2. Lemma. Let (41 he a rare ultrqfilter on w and % a point-Jinite cover ofw consisting 
offinite sets. Then % contains a V-discrete set. 
Proof. Let % = {C,; n E w}. Then the sets Ai (in u) defined by Ao= Co, Ai+l= 
st(A,u * - *uA,, %?)-(A,>u. . f u Ai) form a partition of w into finite sets and so 
we can find a, E Ai (in w) such that the set A = {al; iE w} belongs to %. Clearly 
st(Ai, Ce) n A, = 0 for j 3 i + 2 belongs to ‘9. Clearly st(A,, %) n Aj = 0 for j 2 i + 2 
and so both {a,; i even} and {a,; i odd} are V-discrete and one of these sets belongs 
to 9. El 
4.1.3. The basic partition. Let 14 s < u. Let !B = {R,; n E w} be a partition of w with 
IRnl= n’. We may and shall assume that each R, is an s-cube Q(n”) (cf. 3.1), say 
R = F(‘) x . . . x Ft9) n * ” where 1 F’,“] = n for i = 1, . . . , s. 
4.1.4. The size. Given a finite set A c w, define sz A to be the maximal number t 
such that A contains a cube Q( t”), more precisely, such that there are sets B, , . . . , B, 
such that \B,I=.+.=IBFI=t and B,x* . . x B, c An R, for some n. Clearly, the 
function sz satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) of 2.3. Also, by virtue of the Claim of 3.5, sz 
possesses the Ramsey property. 
4.1.5. The basic system. For i = 1,. . . , s, let gi be the partition of o the trace of 
which on R, = Q(n”) coincides with Fj (cf. 3.1), that is, 3i consists of sets of the 
form Vi> x * **W-JXFTXCL+JX* . * x {IT}. Let {%‘,; (Y < wr} be a list of all 
point-finite covers of o. For LY < w,, let yQ be the family of all sets Y c w such that 
the following holds: 
(i) for every n E w, either Y n R, is %‘a_discrete, or there is s such that for each 
TE gi, Tc R,, there exists y, E T with Y n Tc st2(yT, Ce,,); 
(ii) for every C E “e,, the set C n U{ Yn R,; n E o, Y n R, is %‘,-discrete} is finite. 
Then 2 = (9,; (Y < wr} is our basic system. 
4.1.6. Claim. Every (92, sz)-large set F contains an (63, sz, SP,)-nice subset Y. 
Proof. For every n E u, let YL c R, n F be a maximal cube Q(r’) such that either 
YL is Ce,-discrete or there is is s such that for each T E .k?,-,, T c R,, there exists 
y, E T with Y n T c st2(yT, (e,). Using Lemma 3.2 and the fact that F is large we get 
lim sz Y; = co. 
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Denote K = {n E o; YL is Cm-discrete}. If K is finite then the set Y = lJ{ Yk; n E o} 
satisfies both (i) and (ii) of 4.1.5 and so YE ye; then Y is (2, sz, 9,)-nice. 
Let K be infinite. Let %?a = {C,; i E w}. For every k E w, m E Kconsider the partition 
{M,,M,}of Y~whereM,=(C,u...uCk)nY~,M,=Y~-(C,u...uCk).By 
Corollary 3.5, if m is large enough, say m 3 nk, then either M, or M2 contains a 
cube Q((k+ 1)“). But Yk is Ce,-discrete, so [Ml1 s k and then the cube Q((k+ 1)“) 
is contained in M2; thus sz M2 2 k + 1. We may assume that numbers nl; form an 
increasing sequence. For every m E K put Y,,, = Y& - (C, u. . . u C,) whenever 
nk G m < nk+, . Thus sz Y,,, 2 k + 1 and so, putting Y,,, = Yk for m E w - K we have 
lim sz Y, = ~0. Then the set Y = u { Y,,,; m E w} is large, it satisfies (i) of 4.1.5, and 
finally it satisfies (ii) of 4.1.5 because every C, E %e does not meet any Y n R, (= Y,) 
with m > nk. Thus, Y is (2, sz, ye)-nice. 0 
4.1.7. Now, we are prepared to construct our ultrafilter .9 with 9> 9 where 9 is 
a given ultrafilter on w. By the virtue of 4.1.1, we may assume that 9 is rare. The 
corollary in 2.6 yields an ultrafilter 9 generated by the family 9’u {U{Rn; n E G}; 
G E CC?} where 9’ is an (3, sz, E) -nice filter. Clearly, 9> 9 viz. q9 = 9 where qm = n 
for all HEW and all mER,. 
4.1.8. For i= 1,. . . , s, let & be the uniformity with a basis {?, A 9’; 9 E “u,} where 
Fi is the partition of 4.1.5. 
Claim. &, , . . . , J&~ are pairwise distinct atoms rejining Q9 and there exists no other 
atom 54 < Uu,-. 
Proof. As 9’ consists of large sets, one gets easily that no & is uniformly discrete. 
On the other hand, di A dj is uniformly discrete for i# j because 9, A gj = 
{{x}; XEW}. So the &‘s are pairwise distinct. 
Thus it suffices to prove that for every uniformity % < $9 either there exists i 
with di < % or Q is uniformly discrete. Suppose % > ,aP, for no i. Then there are 
covers%iE% with gj@tii (i=l,...,s)andfor %?=A;=, 8, wehave ~‘EQ, %?Edi 
(i= 1 ,..., s). Choose % E % with {st2(x, %); x E W} < 8. As “u has a basis consisting 
of point-finite covers (see Lemma 1.1) we may assume %? = %?a for some (Y < w, and 
then there is a set 2 E 9 which is (W, sz, ye)-nice. Consider the cover 9’= = {Z}u 
{{x}; XE w}. Since pz E (J!& and % < Q9, pz belongs to a. The set Z, being in ye, 
yields sets K, A,, . . , A,y which cover w where neA, (i=l,...,s) iff for each 
T E gi, T c R, one can choose a point yr E T such that Z n T c st2(yT, ye), and 
n E K iff Z n R, is Ce,-discrete. Now, one of the sets K, A,, . . . , A, is in 9. If Ai E ‘3 
for some i then the cover 9; = {U{R,; n E A,}} u {{x}; x E w} belongs to %& and so 
Ti A Fi A 9= E di and the last cover refines {st’(x, %); x E w} and (consequently) 8 
which is impossible because 8~ tii. Hence K E 9. Put .J& = {U{R,; n E K}}u 
{{x}; x E w}. Thus &,E Q9 c %. The set Z, being (%, sz, y,)-nice, belongs to 9, and 
then the condition (ii) of 4.1.5 says just that the cover 9” A %a A g’z consists of finite 
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setsandsodoesthecover~=(~;CE~*A~~A~~}where~=(nEw;CnR,#17i}. 
Moreover @ is point finite for %= is. We use the fact that 9 is rare to find a @-discrete 
set G E ‘9, see 4.1.2. Thus each 2 E 4 contains at most one n E G, that is, each 
C E L$Y(, A %?_ A Pz meets at most one R, with n E G. Moreover, lC n R, n 21 s 1 for 
all C E _YO A %?O APz and n E K because R, n Z is (e,,-discrete for n E K and thus 
IC n (U{ R, n Z; n E K n G})j G 1 for all C E L!$ A “e, A LPz. In other words, the set 
HnZE~whereH=U{R,;nEKnGfis~~~(e,A~’,-discrete,andso,for~‘,,= 
{H}u{{x};x~w}~ %:, we have PPlt n~On~z={{x};x~~}. As PpN, L$,, gU, Pzf 
Q, the uniformity Q is uniformly discrete which concludes the proof. q 
4.2. The preceding theorem shows that there are ultrafilters 9 on u such that each 
atom J& < 011:% is obtained by adding a single partition to &. The next theorem 
exhibits an ultrafilter of quite dissimilar nature. 
Theorem (CH). Let 93 be an ultrajilter on w. Then there exists an ultraJilter 9> 93 on 
w such that for each partition 9 of w, the uniformity with the basis {YA 9; 9 E 4!&) 
is never an atom. moreover, there exists exactly one atom S& < Q1,- and this atom is 
zero-dimensional. 
The fully-detailed proof would be rather long; as each of its steps imitates a step 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we restrict ourselves to giving the following hints: 
Our basic ~urtitjon 9? = {R,; n E o} is one with /R,/ = n” (n E w ). Then one easily 
constructs a sequence FE, 52, . . .,&,... of partitions of w such that 91? > 5, > %ql > 
1 
. . .>Fk>. . . and such that ITI = nnWm for all T E Ym with Tc R, where n > m. 
The size function. If Ou, 7” are two collections of sets and k E w, denote 
BE;,(%,Y’)={L.J&;/{VEY; UnV#8}/>k}. 
For k, n E w, A c w put $k+,fk, n, A} = {{x}; x E An R,} and then define inductively, 
forj=k,k-l,..., O,g;(k, n,A)=$k($j,$j+,(k,n,A)).ForafinitesetAcw,szA~ 
k, if, by definition, there is n E w with BO( k, n, A) > k. It is obvious that sz satisfies 
(if, (ii), (iii); the Ramsey property can be easily shown choosing q(k) = 2k+ 1. 
The basic system is defined as in 4.1.5, where of course, the family {Fi:; 1~ i c s} 
is replaced by {9i; i E w}. 
4.3. Theorem (CH). Let 93 be an ultrajilter on w. Then there exists an ultra$lter 9> 94 
on w such that there are 2’ distinct atoms refining ql,. 
(Notice that 2’ is the cardinality of the set of all uniformities on 0.) 
Proof. For s = 1,2,. . . , let ys be the ultrafilter constructed in 4.1. Then 9 = C, SS 
has the required properties (recall that C, $A is the ultrafilter generated by the 
family of all sets of the form U{F,; s E G} where F, E ST for all s E G and GE % 
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Clearly 8> 3. To conclude the proof, recall some facts from the proof of Theorem 
4.1. For every s, 9s is an ultrafilter on a countable set, say on K,, which is a disjoint 
union of s-cubes Q( n’) = F’,“” x . . . x F(nr’* (n E w). For every 2 c { 1, . . . , s}, let gYz 
be the partition of KS consisting of sets of the form 
{(g,, . . . ) gs) E F’,“” x . . . x I-y; 
g;=J; for iE{l,...,s}-Z} 
for all n E w and for various choices J E F(‘)” (i E (1, . . . , s} - Z). Then 3s-(ii (i = 
s) are just the partitions & of 4.1.5 with the property that { Ystll A 9; 9 E qY} 
cl;=;:..., s) are bases of s distinct atoms refining %,-,. Obviously, Fs-,, A $s-,, = 
? sZn w and TY-,, ={{x}; XEW} iff Z=@ 
Now 9 is an ultrafilter on w which is represented as the disjoint union of sets 
K,. Define X = {(s, i); s E w, s > 0, 1 s is s}. For Z c X, put Z, = {i; (s, i) E Z} and 
define a partition Y= by Y= = lJ{ 3.%=,; s E w, s > 0). Now, it is clear that for Z c X, 
the uniformity with a basis { Yz A 9’; 9 E &} is uniformly discrete iff {s; Z, = 0) E 9. 
Let % be the filter on X generated by the family {{(s, i); s E P}; P E 3). Let A be 
the collection of all ultrafilters Y refining 76 Obviously I.&I = 2’. 
For every YE A, let %(.Y’) be the uniformity generated by {Y=; Z E 9’“) u 021*. 
Since 9’1% and Y is a filter, q(Y) is not uniformly discrete. Let d(Y) be an atom 
refining Q(Y). If 9, YE Ju, Yf 9’ then d(Y) f d(Y) for one can find ZE .Y, 
Z’E 9’ with Z n Z’= 0 and so d(Y) A &(sP’) contains 9= A Yzt = {{x}; x E w}, that 
is, a(Y) A d(Y) is uniformly discrete. Thus there are 2’ atoms refining %*. 0 
5. Non-zero-dimensional atoms 
The atoms constructed in the first part of the paper and in Section 4 were 
zero-dimensional. The existence of a non-zero-dimensional atom was an open 
problem for some time. The reason was that any construction attempting to get a 
non-zero-dimensional atom must be complicated. Indeed, if A! is such an atom then 
there exists a cover %’ E & which is refined by no partition P E 021. Thus for every 
partition 9’s % there is a cover VP E %, %& < % which kills 9’ in the sense that 
1 C n PI G 1 for every C E V& and P E 9. On the other hand, the %‘:,‘s must not kill 
each other. Further, it will be shown that % can always be chosen to consist of finite 
sets. Thus investigation of non-zero-dimensional atoms leads to finite combinatorics 
considerations involving very strong Ramsey type properties of structures to be used. 
The first construction of a non-zero-dimensional atom was given in [ 131; here we 
present another construction with more additional properties answering some related 
questions: 
(1) Does there exist an ultrafilter 9 on w such that there is more than one 
non-zero-dimensional atom refining Q9? 
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(2) Does there be an atom in the lattice of zero-dimensional uniformities such 
that there is more than one non-zero-dimensional atom refining it? 
(3) Which ultrafilters % possess a finite-to-one lift 9 such that there is a non-zero- 
dimensional atom refining Q,? The question was inspired by Theorem 5.2 below 
implying that each 9 with a non-zero-dimensional atom refining 021,- is a non-trivial 
finite-to-one lift; so the question weakens the (unsolved) problem of the characteriz- 
ation of those 9’s. 
(4) Do there exist two distinct atoms &r, ti2 with d&, = dd, where d stands for 
the distal modification (see 5.8)? Then d&, A ds& f d(d, A JzZJ; the existence of two 
uniformities with the last property was an open problem [6], [16]. 
All these questions are answered below. Construct an ultrafilter 9 and 2” non-zero- 
dimensional atoms refining the ultrafilter uniformity 9.&. All these atoms have the 
same distality which is an atom in the lattice of zero-dimensional uniformities. The 
ultrafilter 9 is constructed to be a finite-to-one lift of an arbitrary given ultrafilter 9. 
5.1. The structure of a non-zero-dimensional atom is given in the following theorem 
and its consequences. 
Theorem (Pelant [14]). Every non-zero-dimensional atom on w contains a partition 
into jinite sets. 
Proof. Let d be a non-zero-dimensional atom. First, let us prove that ~4 contains 
a cover consisting of finite sets. As S! is non-zero-dimensional, there exists a cover 
% that cannot be refined by any partition 9 E ti. By Lemma 1.1, we may assume 
that %? is point-finite. Choose YE d such that for every x E o there is C E (e with 
st(x, v) c C. Write %’ = {C,, ; n E w} and define a partition ?? = {P, ; n E o} by P,, = 
{x E o; st(x, v) c C,, but st(x, “Ir) @ C,,, for all m < n}. As 9 & d and d is an atom, 
there exists “ur E d with w A 9 = {{x}; x E w}. We claim that ‘W A 7f consists of finite 
sets. Indeed, if V E 7” and WE w then V meets finitely many PA’s only (proof: fix 
anxEV;ifVnP,#P)thenforanyyEVnP,wehavexEst(y,”Ir)cC,andbythe 
point-finiteness of %‘, the set {n E o; x E C,,} is finite) and W meets each P,, in at 
most one point. Thus Vn W is finite. 
We have proved that & contains a cover %’ consisting of finite sets. Again, we 
may assume that %” is point-finite. Denote Yt the set of components of %‘, choose 
points xK E K for all K E Yt and define sets Hf, Mr (n E OJ, K E X) as follows: 
M,K = st(x,; %‘), M,K,, = U{st(x; %‘); x E M ,“}; H,K = M,K, H,K,, = Mf+, - M,K. 
By Proposition 1.3, there exists an ultrafilter 9 with d < 021,- (recall from [l l] that 
proximally non-discrete atoms are zero-dimensional). Then one of the sets 
U{Hz; K E YC, n odd}, u{ H:; K E Yc, n even} belongs to 9; without loss of general- 
ity, let H denote the first of these sets and let HE 9. Denote X= { H} u 
{{x}; x E w - H}. Then %’ E Qs and so X A S':' E d. It follows easily from the definition 
of the sets H: that for every x E Hf we have st(x, %?I) c Hi_, u H: u H:+, and so 
st(x, %?A %")c Hf. It follows that the partition {Ht ; K E Yt, n E w} belongs to ti. 
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As %’ is point finite and consists of finite sets, each of the sets HF is finite. The 
proof is concluded. q 
Corollary. Every non-zero-dimensional atom on w reJines some ultrajilter-and-partition 
uniformity Qs A %!% where 24 is a partition into finite sets and 9 is a nontrivial 
finite-to-one ltft (of its image under any map q with 22 = {q-‘(n); n E 0)). 
Corollary. If 9is a rare ultrafilter on w then all atoms refining %&are zero-dimensional. 
5.2. Hypergraphs. To define the basic partition, the size function and the basic 
system for our construction of a non-zero-dimensional atom, we make use of a 
sequence of selective hypergraphs of [ 111: 
Recall that a hypergraph is a couple (R, X) where R is a finite set (the set of 
vertices) and %? is a set of subsets of R (the set of edges). A cycle of length s in a 
hypergraph is a sequence xi,. . . , x, of pairwise distinct vertices such that there are 
pairwise distinct edges H, , . . . , H, with {xi, xi+,} c Hi (i = 1, . . . , s - l), {x,, xi} c H,. 
In [ll], a sequence (R,, SVn) of hypergraphs and a sequence RI, of finite sets is 
constructed with the following properties. 
(i) R0 is a singleton and X0 = {R,}; 
(ii) RL 1 R, and RA - R, is sufficiently large, specifically, 
IRk-R,I>n+3 
suffices for our purposes; 
(iii) (R,, SY,,) is an IRk_,I-hypergraph, that is, each of its edges has cardinality 
lRL-,[, for all n 3 1; 
(iv) (R,, SY,,) has no cycles of length G 21RL_il; notice that the absence of cycles 
of length 2 means that IH n H’J s 1 for any pair of distinct edges; 
(v) (R,, ZXn) is selective in the following sense: if P? is any partition of R, then 
there is an edge H E X, such that either H is P-discrete or H is contained 
in a member of 9’. 
(vi) Edges of X,, cover R,. 
Each HE X,, will be regarded as a copy of Rk_,; further, RL_, contains R,_, and 
R,_, contains copies of RkP2 etc.; we shall speak about canonical copies of Rk and 
of RI, in R, for k < n. More precisely: for every n 2 1 and every HE X,, we fix a 
bijection cxH : RL_, + H. Then a canonical copy of Rk in R, where k < n is any set 
of the form 
ffH,,aH,,-, ’ . ’ ffHk+, [R/cl 
where H, E SYi for i = k + 1, . . . , n. Analogously for R;. 
5.3. The basic partition, the size and the basic system. We may and shall assume 
that the sets R, of 5.2 form a partition of w. 3 = {R,; n E w} will be our basic partition. 
For every finite set M c w, define sz M to be the largest k 2 1 such that M contains 
a canonical copy of Rk, if any, and sz M = 0 otherwise. 
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Remark. The size function sz admits the Ramsey property (cf. 2.6). 
Proof. Let sz M, u M2 3 k + 1. Then M, u M2 contains a canonical copy of Rk+l. 
The traces of M, - M,, M2 - M, , M, n M2 on this copy yield a partition 9 of Rk+, . 
The selectivity of (Rk+, , SY,,,) (cf. 5.2(v)) implies the existence of an HE 9&+, 
which is either P-discrete or is contained in a member of 9. The former case is 
impossible because IHI> 3 (see 5.2(ii)) while 181~3. Thus Hc M, or H c M2. 
HenceszM,akorszM,>k. 0 
For every partition 9’ of w, let 9, be the family of all subsets S of w such that 
for every n E w, the set S n R, is either P-discrete or is contained in a member of 
9’. Let .Z be the family of all these .Y(9. Under the CH, (El = w,; thus 2 is a basic 
system. 
Lemma. For every partition 9 of w, every (92, sz)-large set F contains an (3, sz, .YJP) - 
nice subset F’. 
Proof. Let F c w be large. By the definition, for every k E w there exists nk E w such 
that for each m 2 nk, sz F n R, 2 k, that is, F n R, contains a canonical copy of 
Rk. We may assume n, < n, < n2. . . 
Let kEw,k>l andlet nEW,$cn<nk+r. As F n R, contains a canonical copy 
of Rk, by virtue of selectivity of the hypergraph ( Rk, %Tk), there exists HE SYk such 
that either H is P-discrete or H c P for some P E P. Denote FL the canonical copy 
of Rk_, in R, that is contained in H. Then F’= l._{Fk; n E OJ} is clearly large and 
belongs to YVP; that is, it is (3, sz, YZJp)-nice. 0 
5.4. The ultrafilter. By 2.6, Corollary, and by 5.3, Remark and Lemma, we have 
the following. 
Proposition (CH). For every ultrajilter 3 on w there exists an (9, sz, E)-nice3lter 9 
such that the family 
slu{U{R,,; nE G}; GE %I} 
generates an ultrafilter .9 that is a$nite-to-one lift of 59 
5.5. The ultrafilter-and-partition uniformity. Denote X = 021,P A “11,# with 9 from 5.4 
and PIi! from 5.3. Thus basis of N consists of covers of the form 
{F~R,;~Ew}~{{~};~Ecc-F}, FE.9, 
equivalently, 
~{F’~R,;~EG}~{{~};~E~{R,;~E~-G}} 
F’E 9’ , GE% 
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Proposition (CH). X is an atom in the lattice of zero-dimensional uniformities on w. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for every partition p of w either 9’ EN, or there 
exists 9 E X such that (P n QI G 1 for every P E 9 and Q E 9. By 5.4, 9 contains an 
(3, sz, .Yp)-nice set A4 and then, for every n E o, either 
(a) M n R, is Y-discrete, or 
(b) MnR,cPforsome PEP’. 
As 9 is an ultrafilter, we may suppose that all n E w satisfy the same condition. If 
it is (a), then 3 = {M n R,; n E o} {{n}; n E o - M} has the property that IP n Q1 c 1 
for all P E 9’ and Q E 9. If it is (b) then 9 refines ?? and so 9 E .N. The proof is 
finished. 0 
5.6. The metrics on hypergraphs. We shall define a metric p on w = U { R, ; n E w}, 
by induction on n, such that 
(i) diam R, = 1 (n E w, n > 0), 
(ii) min{p(x,y); x,y~R,,x#y}=l/n, 
(iii) p(x, y) = 1 whenever x E R,, y E R,, m # n. 
First, R, is a singleton and so there is a unique metric on R,,. Let p be defined on 
R, such that (i) and (ii) hold. Consider the set RL = R, and remember that 
IRh - R,( > 2 and choose 
(iv) xjn+‘), x2 cn+‘) E R:, _ R n 
and extend the metric on R, to RL by putting 
(v) p(xin+‘), xy+‘)) = l/(n + l), 
(vi) p(x, y) = 1 if x # y, x, y E Rk and {x, y}@ R,, {x, y} # {x(l”+‘), xp+‘)}. 
Now, R,+, is covered by edges of Z’,,,,; each edge is a canonical copy of Ri. This 
defines p(x, y) for any pair x, y c R,,, which are in the same canonical copy. More 
precisely, 
(vii) p(x, y) = p(cy;‘x, cxi’y) if x, y E HE X,,, . 
This is correct because there exists at most one such H for a given couple x, y, see 
5.2(iv). Further, let us define p(x, y) for other pairs x, y E R,+, by 
(viii) p(x,y)=min{l,minp(x,,x2)+. . .+p(xkpl, x~)}, 
the latter minimum being taken over all k-tuples x1,. . . , xk (for various k) with 
x1 = X, xk = y such that P(x, , x,), . . . , p(xk-I, xk) are defined by (vii). To prove that 
p is indeed a metric, we have to verify that (vii) coincides with (viii) if x, y E HE Z,,,, . 
Suppose the contrary. Then there are x,, . . . , xk E R,,, such that the sum in (viii) 
is smaller than p(x, , xk) as defined by (vii). Of course, in that case k > 2. Moreover, 
we may assume that x, , . . . , xk are pairwise distinct. Then x1, . . . , xk form a cycle 
in (R,+l, S-Y,,,,). By 5.2(iv), k>21RkI>2(n+3)>2(n+l). Hence the sum in (viii) 
has more than 2(n + 1) summands and each of them is at least l/(n + 1) (cf. (ii)). 
It follows that the sum is more than 2 while p(x, , xk), if defined by (vii), is G 1 (see 
(i)), a contradiction. 
We have defined the metric p on R, for every n E W. To extend it to all of 
o = U{R,; n E o}, we just use (iii) as a definition. 
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Proposition. For the metric p constructed above we have: the uniformity ND = X A %, 
is strictlyjner than X but is not uniformly discrete. 
Proof. Let us consider a fixed basic cover Y? from 5.5 and its members F’ n R, 
(F’ E 57, n E G). As G is infinite and F’ is large, the function sz is unbounded on 
members of %. It follows that each R, admits an isometrical embedding into some 
member of 59. First, recall that diam R, = 1 (n > 0); so ?Z cannot refine the cover of 
p-balls of radius I/2; hence JV” does not refine 021, and so KA aP is strictly finer 
than N. Second, suppose N,, to be uniformly discrete. Then there exists % as above 
and E > 0 such that p(x, y) > F for any two distinct points x, y lying in the same 
member of %; but this is impossible because for n > l/q some member of % contains 
an isometric copy of R, which admits two points of distance l/n < E, a contra- 
diction. 0 
Lemma. There exists a family JM of metrics p obtained by the above construction by 
means of various choices (iv), such that 
(a) Ml = 2”, 
(b) Qu,, A QP2 is uniformly discrete for p, , p2 E A, p, f p2. 
Proof. (1) Denote q”(n) the number of two-element subsets of RL - R,; suppose 
that these sets are numbered in a fixed way by 1,. . . , cpO(n). Then the choice (iv) 
(n E o) can be represented by a function cp: w + w, where cp G cpO. 
(2) Let us prove the following: If ‘p,, rp, are functions corresponding to two 
metrics p, p2 and q,(n) # q,(n) for all n but a finite number 
uniformly discrete. Indeed, let n, be such that q,(n) # q,(n) for 
exists E > 0 such that 
then Ou,, A 011,, is 
all n > n,. There 
because the set R,u . . . u R, is finite. Without loss of generality, E < 1. Suppose 
(ix) P~(x,Y)+P~(x,Y)~~ x,y~R~u...uR,,,x#y, 
for some n > n,. Let x, y E R,u . . . u R,,,; we may suppose x, y E R,,, , cf. (iii). If 
x, y lie in the same canonical copy of Ri, that is, if p,(x, y), pr(x, y) are defined by 
(vii), then P~(x,Y)+P~x,Y) 3 E by the induction assumption, or by (v), (vi) (since 
cpI(n + 1) # ‘p2(n +2)). If not, let p,(x, y), p2(x, y) be realized by sums 
m-1 
(x) P,(X, Y) = I, PI(XI, &+I), 
h-l 
P2tx3 Y) = C P*(Y,, Yj+l), 
,=L 
according to (viii) where x, = y, = x, x, = y, = y. Then the set 
{x,,...,%n,Y*,..* , y,_,} contains a cycle in (R,+,, X,,,,). So m + h -2>21R’,I> 
2( n + 3) (see 5.2(ii) and (iv)). We may assume that the xi’s resp. the y,‘s are pairwise 
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distinct and so each of the summands in (x) is 2 l/(n + 1). It follows that pi(x, y) + 
pZ(x, y) > (m + h - 2)/( n + 1) > 2 > E. Hence the inequality (ix) holds for x, y E R,u 
. . .uRn+,, too. By induction, it holds for any couple x, y E w, x # y. But then 
%$,, A ap, is uniformly discrete. 
(3) Now the assertion follows immediately by the following folklore. 
Lemma. Let cpO: w + w be an unbounded function. Then there exists a family CD of 
functions cp: w + w such that 
(xi) I@1 = 2”, 
(xii) cp S cpO for all cp E @, 
(xiii) ifq,, (POE @, cp, # ‘pZ, then q,(n) # q,(n) for all n E o but a$nite number. 
5.7. Theorem (CH). There exists a uniformity .Af, generated by an ultrafilter 9 and a 
partition 6% into finite sets on w, such that 
(i) JV” is an atom in the lattice of zero-dimensional uniformities on, 
(ii) X is not an atom in the lattice of all uniformities on w, in fact, there are at least 
2” pairwise uniformly non-homeomorphic atoms finer than N, and these atoms are 
non-zero-dimensional. 
Moreover, 9 can be constructed to be a finite-to-one lift of any given ultrajilter 59 
on w. 
Proof. Let X = Qs A ozlzn be as in 5.5. Consider the family Ju of metrics on w from 
5.6 and corresponding uniformities Ou,, p E JK For every p E M, choose an atom tip 
refining Qp A JY, see 1.3. By 5.6, Proposition, the atoms &p are strictly finer than N, 
so X is not an atom in the lattice of all uniformities on w. It follows that the atoms 
&,, are non-zero-dimensional. By the first lemma in 5.6, these atoms are pairwise 
distinct and their number is 2”. In fact, the atoms are uniformly non-homeomorphic: 
any homeomorphism h between d,,, and Sp,, preserves sets that are not uniformly 
discrete, i.e. h9 = 9. As for any ultrafilter 9, it follows hx = x for all x E F for some 
FE 9. Hence 9pp, = S& and so p, = p2. Following the construction of 9, by 5.4, 9 
can be made to be a finite-to-one lift of a given ultrafilter % on w. 0 
5.8. Recall that a uniformity is distal [3,6] if it admits a basis consisting of covers 
of finite order, that is, of covers %T such that each point is contained in at most n 
members of VZ for some natural number n (notice that if n is the same for all Ce 
then the uniformity is called finite-dimensional). 
Proposition. If X is an atom in the lattice of zero-dimensional uniformities then it is 
also an atom in the lattice of distal uniformities. 
Proof. Let %? be a cover of a finite order. It is proved in [4] that then % = l_ly=, %i 
for some natural number n where each Yi is a family of pairwise disjoint sets. Let 
gi be the partition obtained from %i by adding singletons {x} with x E w - U Vi; 
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i=l,..., n. If ei E K then also % E JV. On the other hand, if no ei belongs to X 
then there are partitions P’, E X such that ]C n PI G 1 for every i, every C E 9; and 
every P E 9,. Then IC n PI s 1 also for every C E % and every P E A yz, Bi E JV. This 
proves that K is an atom in the lattice of distal uniformities. 0 
For any uniformity %, let d02l denote the distal modijication of 021, that is, the 
uniformity whose basis consists of all covers of finite order in 011. Then we have, as 
a corollary, the following proposition which solves the problem of existence of a 
couple of uniformities %, , Qz with the property that d%, A d%, # d(Q, A a,), formu- 
lated in [6] and [16]. 
Proposition. All the non-zero-dimensional uniformity atoms of 5.7 have the same distal 
modijication, viz N. Thus dd, A d.& # d (&, A Se,) for any couple &, , d2 of these 
atoms. 
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